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The number of required deques for sorting all sequences of n items in a parallel or 
series network of deques is considered. It is shown that the optimal number of required 
deques is O(nllz) for a parallel network, while it is O(log n) for a series network. These 
orders, O(n”2) and O(log n), also remain valid for the networks of restricted deques. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A stack is a memory unit which arises quite frequently in practice. It contains a linear 
list of an indefinite number of items, for which all insertions (inputs) and deletions 
(outputs) are made at one end of the list. 
Suppose that we are asked to rearrange, using a stack, the sequence 2314 into 3412. 
Then we should apply the following operations: 
s s x s s x x s. 
where S and X denote, respectively, the operations of inserting an element to the stack 
and deleting an element from the stack. 
Now, by the same operations, we can rearrange the sequence a, us us a4 into 
a2 u4 us a,: The sequence 1234 is transformed into 2431, and the sequence 4132 is 
transformed into 1234. Thus we can generate the sequence 2431 and sort the sequence 
4132 using a stack. 
These terms are also defined for a network of stacks, queues, and other memory 
units. So it is natural to consider the following problem: 
How many memory units are required for sorting 
all sequences of n integers ? 
Many results related to this problem have so far been obtained. For instance, Knuth 
[2, Exercise 20, p. 1701 mentions the following facts: 
It is possible to sort all sequences of n integers 
by a series network of [log, nj stacks. 
For sorting all sequences of n integers by a series 
networks of stacks, we need O(log n) stacks. 
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Tarjan [3] improved the former result slightly by showing 
sufficient, where 
c = logs 3 - 1 = 0.58496... . 
He showed also the following result: 
that [log, n - c] stacks are 
For sorting all sequences of n integers by a parallel 
network of stacks, n - 1 stacks are necessary and s@ient. 
Inspired by these works, Imamiya [5] considered the possibility of sorting given sequences 
by a network of “restricted deques,” that is, certain devices more general than stacks. 
In what follows, we consider parallel and series networks of restricted deques and 
deques. We shall establish the optimal order of the required number of deques for 
sorting all sequences of n integers in a parallel network, as well as in a series network. 
2. DEQUES AND RESTRICTED DEQUES 
In this section we shall describe basic concepts and give some preliminary lemmas. 
A deque (“double ended queue,” DQ for short) is a memory unit containing a linear 
list of an indefinite number of items, for which all inputs and outputs are made at the 
ends of the list. When inputs or outputs are allowed to be done at one end of the list, 
the deque is called an input-restricted deque (IRDQ) or output-restricted deque (ORDQ), 
respectively. Basic operations on these units are depicted in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 1. Deque, input-restricted deque, and output-restricted deque. 
Suppose that a sequence ala2 ... a, can be transformed into a,(,)a,(,) ... a,,(,) using 
a network of IRDQs, where u denotes a permutation of n integers. We say that the 
permutation (T is realizable by the network. By operating in reverse, the sequence 
a,(,) .*. a,(,)a,(,) can be transformed into a, ... a,a, . In this process, every IRDQ in 
the original network works as an ORDQ. Thus we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. A sequence u1u2 ... a,, can be transformed into a,(,)~,(,) ... a,(,) using a 
network of IRDQs, z$ the sequence a,(,) ... a,(,)~,(,) can be transformed into a,, ... hu, 
using the reversed network of ORDQs. 
Remark. A similar observation is found in [l, Answers to Exercises, Sect. 2.2.1, 9, 
p. 5331. 
COROLLARY. A permutation 0 is realizable by a network of IRDQs, isf the permutation 
xr .% is realizable by the reversed network of ORDQs, where 
( 1 2 ..*n--ln 7z ) nn--l..* 2 1’ 
Proof. Suppose that the sequence a,(,) ... a,(,)~,(,) is transformed into a, ... a,~, 
by the reversed network of ORDQs. Let us denote the input sequence a,(,,) ... ~,(,)a,(,) 
by b, ... b,,_,b,, . Then obviously, 
and therefore 
Thus the sequence b, ... b, is transformed into b,,-l,(l) ... b,,-I,(,, . 1 
LEMMA 2. It is possible to sort all sequences of n integers in a series (or parallel) network 
of k IRDQs, ifJ it is possible also in a series (or parallel) network of k ORDQs. 
Proof. The reversed network of a series (or parallel) network is also series (or parallel). 
If u runs through all permutations of n integers, then TU-% also runs through all permuta- 
tions of n integers. m 
3. PARALLEL NETWORK OF DEQUES 
Let us consider a parallel network of deques or restricted deques. A sequence to be 
sorted is supplied from the input queue and the resulted sequence is sent to the output 
queue. We assume that storage is not allowed in the transmission lines between memory 
units. 
LEMMA 3. For any sequence of n integers, at least one of the following conditions is valid: 
(1) There is a nondecreasing subsequence whose Zength is not Zess than n1i2. 
(2) There is a nonincreasing subsequence whose Zength is not less than nlP. 
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The proof is omitted since a similar lemma and its proof are found in [6, Applica- 
tion, p. 131. 
LEMMA 4. For any positive integer n, 
1 + 2(n - n1j2)lj2 < 2n1i2. 
The proof is straightforward. 
THEOREM 1. Any sequence of n integers can be sorted in a parallel network of [2n1/2] 
IRDQs by first loading all elements into the parallel network and then moving all elements 
into the output queue. 
Proof. For the case when n is equal to one, the theorem is trivially true: No IRDQ 
is required for sorting one integer. So we prove the theorem by induction on n. 
Suppose that we are asked to sort a sequence of n integers. By Lemma 3, it contains 
a nondecreasing or nonincreasing subsequence whose length t is not less than &a. 
Let us store this subsequence in an IRDQ. Obviously, it can be moved into the output 
queue in increasing order. If the length t of the subsequence is equal to n, then the 
whole sequence is sorted by one IRDQ. 0th erwise, there remain n - t integers which 
can be sorted, by inductive assumption, in a parallel network of [2(n - t)lj2] IRDQs, 
by first loading all remaining integers into the IRDQs and then moving them into the 
output queue. In the second step, we can merge them with t integers in the first IRDQ. 
Thus we can sort n integers using 1 + [2(n - t)lj2] TRDQs. Furthermore, by Lemma 4, 
1 + 12(n - t)ll”] < 1 + 2(n - n1/2)1/2 < 2n1i2. 
Hence [2n1i2] IRDQs are sufficient for sorting any sequence of n integers in a parallel 
network. 1 
THEOREM 2. For sorting all sequences of n integers in a parallel network of deques, 
we need 0(n1i2) deques. 
Proof. For sorting a sequence ending with the smallest integer, we have to first 
store n - 1 integers in some deques, then transfer the last and smallest integer into 
the output queue, and finally move other integers from deques into the output queue. 
Let k be the number of deques required for sorting all such sequences. There are at 
most (2k)“-1 different ways in the first stage as well as in the final stage. 
For sorting (n - l)! distinct sequences of n integers ending with the smallest, we need: 
(n - l)! < (2k)2+1). 
By Stirling’s formula, we have 
(n - 1) log(n - 1) - (n - 1) loge < 2(n - 1) log 2k 
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and therefore 
It follows that O(n1j2) deques (or restricted deques) are necessary and sufficient for 
sorting all sequences of n integers in a parallel network. 
4. SERIES NETWORK OF DEQUES 
Now let us consider a series network of deques or restricted deques. We assume 
that storage is not allowed in transmission lines. 
THEOREM 3. It is possible to sort all sequences of n integers by a series network of 
[log, n] IRDQs. 
Proof. It is easily verified that any sequences of three integers can be sorted by 
one IRDQ. 
Suppose that all sequences of N integers can be sorted by k IRDQs in series. Then, 
all sequences of 3N integers can be sorted by k + 1 IRDQs in series in the following 
way : 
(1) Sort in increasing order the first N integers using k IRDQs and store them 
in the last IRDQ. 
(2) Sort further N integers in decreasing order using k IRDQs and store them 
in the last IRDQ. 
(3) Sort the remaining N integers in increasing order using k IRDQs, and merge 
them with two sorted sequences stored in the last IRDQ. 
It is now immediate that all sequences of n integers can be sorted by k IRDQs in 
series, if 
3’” > 71. 1 
EXAMPLE. Let us sort the sequence 824637591 by two IRDQs in series. We denote 
by Oi the operation concerning the ith IRDQ (see Fig. 1). 
FIG. 2. Multiway merging by two IRDQs. 
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(1) Sl Sl Xl %! Sl Xl s, Yl s‘2 9
(2) Sl Sl Sl x* 82 Yl ss Xl 82 (see Fig. 2), 
(3) 8, S, S, X1 S, X, Yz Xs Yz Y1 S, X, X, X, Yz Xi &? Xa * 
THEOREM 4. For sorting all sequences of n integers in a series network of deques, we 
need O(log n) deques. 
Proof. Suppose that we are allowed to store data in the transmission lines between 
deques. Then, an output Xi or Yi from the ith deque is not necessarily followed 
immediately by an input S,+r or Qi+l to the (i + 1)th deque. Instead, we can suspend 
all inputs to the (i + l)th deque until all integers have completely passed through the 
ith deque. Obviously, there are at most 42n possible ways for getting n integers through 
a deque. Therefore, in a series network of k deques, there are at most (42n)” non- 
equivalent sorting procedures. Hence for sorting all sequences of n integers by k deques, 
we need: 
n! < (429k. 
By Stirling’s formula, it follows that 
log, n - log, e < 4k. a 
It is now immediate that O(log n) deques (or restricted deques) are necessary and 
sufficient for sorting all sequences of n integers in a series network. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Table I shows the results so far obtained on the required number of memory units 
for sorting all sequences of n integers. It should be noted that the optimal order of 
deques is O(n1/2) for a parallel network, while it is O(log n) for a series network. 
TABLE I 
Required Number of Memory Units for Sorting All Sequences of n Integers 
Network Memory units Uupper bound ~ Lower bound 
Parallel Stacks 
Deques 
12 - la n L 1” 
[2tWJ (4&/Z)-’ (n - l)W b 
Series Stacks [log, 11 - 0.581” 
Deques [log, nl 
a Tarjan [3, Lemma 4 and Corollary of Lemma 111. 
* (4e’la)-1 * 0.1516. 
2-l . log, ?zc 
4-l . log, n 
0 Knuth [2, 5.2.4, Exercise 201. 
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Gaps between constant factors in upper and lower bounds are considerably large. 
Better upper bounds, especially for networks of deques, would be of interest. 
Miscellaneous results related to this paper are given in [7]. 
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